Modern History HSC Course

Task Source Analysis
Number 2 of 4
Due Date Monday 19th March, SESSION ONE on level FIVE
Weighting 20% of HSC Assessment
Duration 45 minutes (plus 5 minutes reading time)

Outcomes to be assessed: H1.1, H1.2, H2.1, H3.1, H3.3, H3.4, H4.1, H4.2

Syllabus Topic
Core Study- World War One (1914-1919)

Task Description
Part A- FIVE multiple choice questions and THREE objective response questions (content driven) that may include sources to the value of 15 marks

Part B- A source based question to the value of 10 marks based on the TOMCAP scaffold which will require you to analyse perspective and usefulness

Marking Criteria
In your answers you will be assessed on how well you:

- demonstrate historical knowledge and understanding relevant to the question
- integrate the sources provided to support your content knowledge
- communicate ideas and information using historical terms and concepts appropriately
- present a sustained, logical and cohesive response using the TOMCAP scaffold
- provide judgements of the perspective and usefulness of the sources where appropriate
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